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Learning Outcomes:

Practical enablement for using generative AI to augment enterprise project
management. This class focuses on hands-on exercises and realistic
practice, leaving you equipped with actionable AI strategies and resources
for your PM role. This two-day class is designed for experienced project
managers in enterprise environments.

The class provides a comprehensive understanding of how generative AI
can be applied in project management, covering AI capabilities, limitations,
and practical tool integrations. Attendees will engage in hands-on exercises
to explore AI applications in project lifecycle stages, risk and stakeholder
management, and reporting. The course also addresses ethical
considerations and data privacy in AI-assisted projects. By the end of day 2,
participants will be ready to apply a more AI-enabled project management
approach to their work, applicable across various frameworks and tools.

Generative AI for Project Managers

By the end of this practice-based class, you'll be able to:
 Understand how generative AI impacts project management.
 Identify AI automation opportunities within your projects.
 Integrate AI tools effectively with existing project management software.
 Enhance communication and reporting using AI capabilities.
 Manage ethical and data privacy aspects in AI-assisted projects.
 Apply AI in various stages of the project lifecycle.
 Navigate AI applications in risk and stakeholder management.
 Develop a strategy for AI implementation in project environments.
 Utilize AI for improved decision-making and efficiency.
 Implement practical AI solutions and strategies in your workplace.

This class is for: 
Project Managers 
IT Project Managers
Program Managers
Agile Coaches/Scrum Masters
Product Managers
Project Directors/Portfolio Managers
Project Coordinators
PMO Managers
Business Analysts
Operations/Digital Transformation Managers

Technology and
Attendance Requirements: 
Computer with a browser
(Chrome or Edge - used to
access Miro, a collaboration
tool), Zoom, a microphone
and speaker. For ICAgile
certification, camera must
be on at all times and you
must be actively
participating.

14 PMI PDUs | 14 IIBA CDUs

Format: Live Instructor-
Led Online through
Zoom
Duration: Three 4.5 hour
sessions


